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Abstract 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (ML/AI) technology can be biased through 
non-representative training and testing activities leading to discriminatory and negative social 
consequences. The enormous potential of ML/AI to shape the future of technology underscores 
the need to increase the diversity of workers within the field, with one group of untapped talent 
being women engineers. An unresolved contradiction exists between the trend of greater woman 
representation in broader STEM fields and the consistently low numbers of women engineers 
pursuing careers in ML/AI. Furthermore, there has been a lack of tailored research investigating 
the potential causes of such under-representation.  

Professional Role Confidence has been shown to be a significant and positive predictor of 
persistence of women in STEM. However, this link has not yet been established specifically 
within the field of ML/AI. For this study, we surveyed targeted undergraduate students at a 
major international university. Students reported on their predictors of persistence including their 
Professional Role Confidence in ML/AI, their experiences with discrimination, their career 
exposure, and their internal drivers. We present three models using Ordinal Logistic Regression 
to determine the effect of those predictors on Intentional Persistence. We found that higher levels 
of Expertise Confidence and Career Fit Confidence were related to higher levels of Intentional 
Persistence in ML/AI careers. We also found that women who experienced discrimination from 
their instructors were less likely to persist in engineering and that discrimination from peers was 
more prevalent for women than for men. Focusing on those predictors of Intentional Persistence, 
our study calls for efforts to correct the under-representation of women in ML/AI.  

Introduction 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (ML/AI) technology has enormous potential 
to impact the world around us. The creators of ML/AI technology wield the power to influence 
the resulting effects on the users, either positively or negatively and they are in greater demand, 
now more than ever [1]. In ML/AI solutions, there is a seemingly intelligent agent between the 
developer and the end user that makes decisions affecting the output. This model removes the 
developer from the output by a degree but does not remove the developer’s biases that may be 
built into critical elements of the technology such as the training data [2]. The data can introduce 
racial, gender, or ideological biases into the technology [3]. Systematic biases are prevalent in 
ML/AI technology used in diverse applications such as facial recognition [4], legal decision-
making [5], financial decision-making [6], and natural language processing [7]. Since the 
technology is relatively new, the associated biases are only beginning to be researched. However, 
the biases have a large potential impact [8]. 



As the field grows and creates job opportunities, more skilled workers will be needed [1]. 
Women represent a group of untapped talent in ML/AI. The World Economic Forum reports that 
only 22% of global AI professionals are women, compared to 78% men [9]. For the past four 
years, the percent of women in the field has only oscillated between 21% and 23%, indicating 
that the talent gap is not closing, and focused intervention is necessary [9]. 

By addressing the issue of a lack of diversity by increasing representation of groups such 
as women, ML/AI technology would be developed by a more representative workforce making it 
less prone to biases. However, there is no detailed understanding of why women are less 
represented in ML/AI as compared to other STEM fields. This makes it difficult to address the 
root cause of the issue. Understanding the early decision-making of women that prevents them 
from joining the ML/AI workforce will be necessary to advise future educational practices that 
can improve representation of women in the field.  

Background 

1. Diversity and Gender Representation 

Diverse teams have been shown to make better decisions, think more critically about 
information, and come up with more innovative ideas [10]. Diversity in the workplace can lead 
to higher-functioning teams and greater economic advantages [11]. Minority workers in 
homogenous teams experience discrimination and other unequal treatments that can 
detrimentally affect their wellbeing [12]. Reasons like these motivate the efforts to increase 
diversity in fields under-representing women, which includes STEM fields.  

Engineering fields have always consisted of an over-representation of men and under-
representation women [13]. Since AI/ML professionals come predominantly from those fields, 
the specialization has inherited that same gender bias [14]. Research on women’s career 
decisions have illuminated some influencing factors that can be leveraged in strategies for 
improving gender representation [15, 16]. However, there is little research on women in 
engineering who are pursuing a career in ML/AI. It is important to understand how the 
representation of women can be improved in ML/AI specifically so that strategies can be 
implemented earlier in the development of the emerging field.  

2. Professional Role Confidence and Persistence 

The concept of confidence is the belief in one’s capabilities and has been studied in various 
educational environments as an important aspect of professional success [17, 18]. The 
confidence of women students in STEM is generally lower than men, a phenomenon which has 
been linked to the underrepresentation of women in STEM fields and has led to the educational 
strategies for improvement [17, 19, 20]. The confidence levels of females in STEM were 
investigated by Sobel et al. through data collected on the educational software tool, Piazza, and 
were negatively correlated to class size and were lower than those of their male counterparts 
[21]. 

Persistence refers to an individual’s commitment to stay in a profession. Persistence is a 
measure that has been used as a direct predictor of representation of minorities, such as women, 
in the workplace [15]. Gendered persistence has been studied in STEM for students on track to 



become scientific researchers [22] and in engineers [23]. Understanding the influences that affect 
the lower levels of persistence of women in STEM [24] can aid in creating informed policies that 
improve persistence, and ultimately, diversity in the workplace. Cech et al. present an open-call 
to researchers to continue their research in Professional Role Confidence and persistence of 
engineers through exploring the concepts in different professions and investigating other possible 
‘determinants of persistence’ [15].  

This work focuses on narrowing the scope of research subjects from all engineers to 
engineers studying ML/AI. Students pursuing an ML/AI education are subject to a unique 
environment given the rapidly-growing and highly productive nature of the field. Given that 
ML/AI is on track to “affect all aspects of our society and life” including employment, 
consumerism, and connectivity [25], and has already begun to do so [26], it is worthwhile to 
build on the few research initiatives that investigate how education can affect the demographics 
of the workforce, specifically of underrepresented groups like women. Hypotheses 1a through 2b 
are aimed at reproducing the work done by Cech et. al [15] in a narrower field of study. They 
found that Expertise Confidence and Career Fit Confidence both predicted persistence and were 
cultivated more successfully in men than women in a sample of general engineering students 
from four American colleges. In this study, we are looking to reproduce those same results in a 
narrower sample of ML/AI engineering students at a Canadian Institution that specializes in 
ML/AI. 

Hypothesis 1a: Expertise Confidence is a positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI 
and engineering. 

Hypothesis 1b: Women have less Expertise Confidence than men in ML/AI. 

Hypothesis 1c: Women have less Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and engineering than men.  

Hypothesis 2a: Career Fit Confidence is a positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI 
and engineering. 

Hypothesis 2b: Women have less Career Fit Confidence than men in ML/AI. 

Beyond the measures of Expertise Confidence and Career Fit confidence described by 
Cech et al. [15], the concept of ‘technical self-confidence’ can also lead to professional success 
[27]. Technical self-confidence has been measured in specific STEM areas such as engineering 
communication [28], horticultural science [29], and in the surgical skills of senior medical 
students [30]. All of these studies emphasized the importance of Technical Confidence in success 
later on in a professional career.  

Technical Confidence in the context of this research evaluates confidence in tangible 
technical skills that are more field-specific than the measures for Professional Role Confidence. 
Technical Confidence covers confidence in the specific technical knowledge of ML/AI courses 
as well as confidence in the fundamental skills required for an ML/AI career: computer 
programming, mathematics and statistics [1, 31, 32]. Hypotheses 3a and 3b follow the same logic 
as hypotheses 1a through 2c that asserts that measures of confidence related to skills acquired in 
a post-secondary education positively predict Intentional Persistence. Studies of women in the 
related fields of computer science have found that men report higher levels of confidence in 



technical skills than women [33, 34]. This finding still requires confirmation within the new field 
of ML/AI engineering.  

Hypothesis 3a: Technical Confidence is a positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI 
and engineering. 

Hypothesis 3b: Women have less Technical Confidence than men in ML/AI. 

3. Discrimination in University 

Women in engineering consistently report experiences of discrimination during their 
engineering career [35 - 37]. Experiencing discrimination during the professional development of 
an engineering student can lead to less willingness to persist in the field, if it is perceived as a 
hostile environment [38]. Gender discrimination in the STEM workplace has been previously 
documented. According to the Pew Research Center survey in 2017, 50% of women in STEM 
reported that they had experienced gender discrimination at work, compared to 19% of men. 
Furthermore, 20% of women reported that their gender made it harder to succeed at work and 
38% indicated that sexual harassment is a problem in the workplace [39]. However, fewer details 
are available on discrimination experienced by women in engineering during their university 
education. Discrimination at an earlier stage of professional development may have lasting 
impacts on their career decisions. Therefore, the study of discrimination at the university level 
should be elaborated on. We hypothesize in 4a and 4b that discrimination experienced by women 
in university is a significant negative predictor of Intentional Persistence.  

Women in academia are under-represented at all levels, but increasingly so in more senior 
positions [40]. In the 2018-2019 academic year, the University of Toronto Faculty of Applied 
Science and Engineering reported that women made up 39.8% of the first-year students, 27.1% 
of the graduate students and only 15% of professors [41]. Discrimination can be perpetrated by 
peers as well as by those in positions of authority [37] and may be perpetrated by different 
groups at different rates. We hypothesize that in all cases, women in ML/AI are more likely to 
experience discrimination than men due to their continued underrepresentation. We have 
separated discrimination between university peers and university teaching staff to investigate 
whether authority of the perpetrator changes the effects of the discrimination. 

Hypothesis 4a: Discrimination from university peers is a negative predictor of Intentional 
Persistence in ML/AI and engineering. 

Hypothesis 4b: Women in ML/AI experience more discrimination from peers than men. 

Hypothesis 5a: Discrimination from university teaching staff is a negative predictor of 
Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and engineering. 

Hypothesis 5b: Women in ML/AI experience more discrimination from teaching staff than men. 

4. Career Exposure 

For women in STEM, earlier career exposure has been positively correlated to persistence in 
the field [42]. Exposure from a parent or close relative has also demonstrated a similar 



relationship [43, 44]. However, these relationships have not been shown in ML/AI specifically. 
Therefore, we hypothesize that those factors are both positive predictors of Intentional 
Persistence. Given that there are more deterrents for women to pursue ML/AI, we hypothesize 
that earlier or familial exposure to ML/AI is more likely for women than men.  

Hypothesis 6a: Having a parent or close relative in ML/AI is a positive predictor of Intentional 
Persistence in ML/AI and engineering. 

Hypothesis 6b: Women in ML/AI engineering are more likely than men to have a parent or close 
relative also in ML/AI. 

Hypothesis 7a: Having a parent or close relative in a field related to STEM is a positive 
predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and engineering. 

Hypothesis 7b: Women in ML/AI engineering are more likely than men to have a parent or close 
relative in a field related to STEM. 

Hypothesis 8a: Early exposure to a to a potential career in ML/AI is a positive predictor of 
Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and engineering.  

Hypothesis 8b: Women are exposed to a potential career in ML/AI later than men.  

5. Internal Drivers 

Internal drivers are defined here as personal characteristics that influence outward decision 
such as Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and engineering. Although there are many internal 
drivers that could potentially be considered in this study [45], we chose two that are particularly 
reflective of the field of ML/AI. The vast potential of ML/AI technology has resulted in its 
application to a variety of solutions designed for social benefits [46], such as image-processing 
software used in diagnostic screening to ultimately improve patient healthcare [47]. Women have 
traditionally shown a greater interest in work with social benefits compared to men in fields 
other than ML/AI [48]. This is one explanation for why women are more represented in certain 
areas of STEM such as the medical sciences [49] or biomedical engineering [50]. We 
hypothesize that an interest in work with social benefits is a positive predictor of Intentional 
Persistence and that women are more interested in such work. 

The ML/AI industry has led to the creation of technologies built by teams looking to offer a 
competitive edge to the business [51]. In education, ML/AI is an increasingly popular 
specialization for engineering students [52]. Elements of ML/AI education that may spark 
competitiveness in its students are the long waitlists for courses and the financial prospects [1].  

For these reasons, we hypothesize that competitive students will have higher levels of Intentional 
Persistence. Since women in ML/AI not only have to face the regular competitive nature of the 
field, but also face the gender discrimination [38] and other barriers to success due to their 
gender [43], we hypothesize that women in ML/AI are more competitive than men. 

Hypothesis 9a: An interest in work with social benefits is a positive predictor of Intentional 
Persistence in ML/AI engineering. 



Hypothesis 9b: Women are more interested in work with social benefits than men. 

Hypothesis 10a: Competitiveness is a positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and 
engineering. 

Hypothesis 10b: Women are more competitive than men in ML/AI. 

Hypothesis 1 through 10 summarize the ten predictors of Intentional Persistence in both ML/AI 
and engineering that will be investigated as represented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Graphical Representation of the Predictors of Intentional Persistence 

Data and Methods 

Data 

The stated hypotheses were analyzed through original panel data. We sampled 279 
students at the University of Toronto - a major Canadian university that facilitates extensive 
educational programming in ML/AI. This includes undergraduate and graduate engineering 
students. Students in ML/AI courses that were offered as part of an official ML/AI academic 
specialization were invited to participate in the survey. The study was reviewed and approved by 
the University Ethics Review Office. Data was collected through paper surveys distributed in 
classes. The survey was open to students in any year of study but mostly students in Year 3 – 4 
and in their graduate studies as they represent those who were enrolled in the ML/AI 
specialization courses. Several engineering divisions/departments were represented among 
survey respondents. Departments closely associated with ML/AI education, such as the 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and the Division of Engineering Science 
represent 72% of survey respondents. Departments that are more loosely associated with ML/AI 
education, such as the Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, the Department of 
Chemical Engineering, and the Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering represent the 
remaining 28% of survey respondents. The gender distribution of survey respondents deviated 
from the reported values of representation in the AI industry [39], with 38% identifying as 
women and 61% identifying as men. These numbers closely mirror the University of Toronto 
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering student population which was reported in 2019 to be 
composed of 35% women across all years of study [41]. It may be interesting to note here that 
through contacting the teaching staff of ML/AI courses for survey distribution coordination, it 



was observed that 100% of the professors and teaching assistants of the sampled courses were 
men.  

Dependent Variables 

The two dependent variables are the Intentional Persistence in engineering and in ML/AI. 
The Intentional Persistence in engineering is measured through a similar method described by 
Cech et al. [15] wherein the respondents indicate the likelihood they will “be an ML/AI engineer 
in five years” (1 = very unlikely to 5 = very likely). The Intentional Persistence in ML/AI is 
measured through the response to the prompt “As a result of my ML/AI education, I will 
advance to the next level in a machine learning career” (1 = very unlikely to 5 = very likely). 

Independent Variables  

The measure of Professional Role Confidence including Expertise Confidence and Career 
Fit Confidence was modeled on the work by Cech et al. [15]. Professional Role Confidence was 
assessed based on an undergraduate coursework exposure to ML/AI engineering that included 
exposures ranging from one course to the last course of a multi-course specialization. Each 
survey question assessing Professional Role Confidence asks respondents to frame their answer 
within the context of their ML/AI courses. The Expertise Confidence (alpha = 0.66) measure is a 
combination of the Likert-scale rated confidence in three areas (where 1 = strongly disagree to 5 
= strongly agree). The two respective survey questions are “As a result of my ML/AI education, I 
have developed useful skills” and “As a result of my machine learning courses, I will have the 
ability to be successful in my career.” The Career Fit Confidence (alpha = 0.62) measure is a 
combination of the Likert-scale rated confidence in the following three areas: “A career in 
ML/AI is the right profession for me,” “I will have a satisfying job,” and “I am committed to 
machine learning, compared to my classmates.”  

The new measure of Technical Confidence (alpha = 0.68) asks the respondents to rate 
their current skill level on the Likert scale (where 1 = lowest 10% and 5 = highest 10 %) in 
“understanding of the material taught in ML/AI classes,” “computer programming skills,” and 
“math and statistics skills,” each relative to their peers. 

The other determinants of Intentional Persistence were measured through specifically 
constructed survey questions. Competitiveness, peer discrimination, teaching staff discrimination 
and interest in work with social benefits were reported on a Likert scale (where 1 = strongly 
disagree to 5 = strongly agree) as a response to the prompts “I consider myself a competitive 
person,” “I have experienced discrimination from my peers in my university courses,” “I have 
experienced discrimination from the teaching staff in my university courses,” and “I am 
interested in engaging in work with social benefits.”  

To evaluate the effect of having a parent or close relative in a related field, participants 
responded “yes” or “no” to the statements “I have a parent or close relative in a field related to 
Machine Learning / Artificial Intelligence” and “I have a parent or close relative in a field related 
to STEM.” Exposure to a potential career in ML/AI was measured by the question “When were 
you exposed to a potential career in Machine Learning?” and grouped into four categories: 
“Elementary school or younger,” “Middle School,” “High School,” and “University.”  Finally, 



respondents were asked “What made you decide to pursue a specialization in ML/AI?” in an 
open text form to encourage unique responses. 

Data Analysis 

An ordinal logistic regression model was used to evaluate the factors that were 
hypothesized to predict Intentional Persistence in engineering and ML/AI. The T-test was used 
for the hypothesis test for ordinal variables and the Chi-squared test was used for the hypothesis 
test for binary variables. These values indicate the significance of the difference between men 
and women. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 1 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of all of the measured independent 
and dependent variables. We did not find evidence to reject the null hypothesis – that there is no 
difference between men and women in the Intentional Persistence, Expertise Confidence and 
Career Fit Confidence, and thus the data does not confirm Hypotheses 1b and 2b. The one 
Professional Role Confidence measure, the new measure of Technical Confidence is shown to be 
significantly higher in men than women (p-value <0.05), which is consistent with Hypothesis 3b. 
The experienced discrimination from peers was significantly greater for women than men (p-
values <0.05), which is consistent with Hypothesis 4b. There was no statistically significant 
difference between men and women found for discrimination from teaching staff, Career 
Exposure variables (Parent in ML/AI, Parent in STEM, Early Exposure) or Internal Driver 
variable (Interest in Work with Social Benefits, Competitiveness). This is inconsistent with 
Hypotheses 5b, 6b, 7b, 8b, 9b, and 10b.  

The self-reported Grade Point Average (GPA) of men and women was not found to be 
significantly different. However, it should be noted that only 59% of respondents reported their 
GPA. This objective measure of academic performance was originally intended to serve as a 
ground truth but will not be further used in the analysis of these results as it was under-reported 
and self-reported, and it may incorporate personal bias. 

The remaining hypotheses were tested using the ordinal logistic regression models whose 
coefficients are shown in Table 2. The significance of each coefficient is reported in the same 
table. Two models are shown in each of the tables. Model 0 includes only control variables. 
Model 1 includes all controls and predictor variables. Performing the ordinal logistic regression 
of Model 1 separately for women and men showed that several coefficients significantly differed 
between the two datasets. For predicting the Intentional Persistence in Engineering, being 
Chinese or Other Visible Minority is a positive predictor for women and a negative predictor for 
men. Discrimination from Teaching Staff is a negative predictor for women and a positive 
predictor for men. In Model 2I, three interactions terms between women and Chinese, other 
Visible Minority, and Discrimination from Teaching Staff are therefore included. For predicting 
the Intentional Persistence in ML/AI, the Chinese and Other Visible Minority variables are 
similarly significantly different between men and women. However, competitiveness is a 
negative predictor for Intentional Persistence in ML/AI for women and a positive predictor for 
men. These three interaction terms are included in Model 2II.  



Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of Independent and Dependent Variables and the Significance of 
the Difference Between Men and Women. Other Visible Minorities includes respondents who self-
identified as Filipino, Latin American, Arab, West Asian, and Japanese. 

  All Women (n=105) Men (n = 169) T-test/Chi2 test 
significance 

  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD   
Percent women  0.38 

      

Percent Aboriginal person 0.00 
      

        

Chinese 0.51 
 

0.54 
 

0.49 
  

South Asian 0.13 
 

0.10 
 

0.15 
  

Black 0.02 
 

0.01 
 

0.02 
  

Other Visible Minorities 0.18 
 

0.2 
 

0.18 
  

        

Percent 1st Year 0.00 
 

0.01 
 

0.00 
  

Percent 2nd Year 0.00 
 

0.01 
 

0.00 
  

Percent 3rd Year 0.53 
 

0.57 
 

0.52 
  

Percent Internship Year 0.02 
 

0.03 
 

0.01 
  

Percent 4th Year  0.34 
 

0.31 
 

0.36 
  

Percent Graduate Studies 0.10 
 

0.07 
 

0.11 
  

        

Intentional Persistence 3.91 1.22 3.85 1.25 3.96 1.19 
 

Expertise Confidence 3.54 0.95 3.52 0.88 3.55 1.03 
 

Career Fit Confidence 3.27 1.03 3.19 1.00 3.30 1.05 
 

Technical Confidence 3.36 0.90 3.24 0.83 3.43 0.92 **         

GPA 3.49 0.57 3.41 0.48 3.55 0.54 
 

        

Discrimination from Peers 1.70 0.93 1.84 0.94 1.60 0.88 * 
Discrimination from Teaching Staff 1.53 0.83 1.56 0.89 1.50 0.83 

 
        

Percent Parent in ML/AI 0.08 
 

0.07 
 

0.08 
  

Parent in STEM 0.53 
 

0.63 
 

0.48 
  

Elementary school or younger 0.01 
 

0.01 
 

0.01 
  

Middle school 0.00 
 

0.01 
 

0.00 
  

High school 0.11 
 

0.07 
 

0.14 
  

University 0.87 
 

0.91 
 

0.84 
  

        

Social Benefit Interest 3.72 1.02 3.83 0.90 3.67 1.06 
 

Competitiveness Score 3.57 1.09 3.52 1.12 3.60 1.05 
 

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed test). 
 

One striking difference between the coefficients for the women-only model and the men-
only model are those pertaining to the Discrimination from Teaching Staff. That variable is a 
significant negative predictor for Intentional Persistence in Engineering for women and has a 
very small coefficient for men, indicating little predictive power. However, discrimination from 
peers is not a negative predictor in any case for Intentional Persistence in Engineering, which is 
inconsistent with Hypothesis 4a.  

Career Fit Confidence is a significantly positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in 
ML/AI and Engineering, which is consistent with Hypothesis 2a. Technical Confidence is not a 
predictor of Intentional Persistence, which is inconsistent with Hypothesis 3a. Expertise 
Confidence is only a predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and not in Engineering, which 
is inconsistent with the first part of Hypothesis 1a and consistent with the second. Social Benefit 
Interest is a positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in engineering and is a negative 
predictor in ML/AI. This both contradicts and supports Hypothesis 9a. This is an unexpected 
result as all predictors were hypothesized to predict Intentional Persistence in engineering and 
ML/AI in the same direction. In this case, it predicts them in the opposite direction.  



Table 2: Coefficients of the Ordinal Logistic Regression Predicting Intentional Persistence in 
Engineering and in ML/AI. The first column (I) in each model corresponds to Intentional Persistence in 
engineering. The second column (II) in each model corresponds to Intentional Persistence in ML/AI.  

 
Model 0 Model 1 Model 1 - Woman Model 1 - Man Model 2 

 
I II I II I II I II I II 

Woman -0.148 -0.230 -0.248 -0.280 
    

-0.982 4.660*** 

Technical Confidence 
  

0.155 0.036 0.515 -0.178 -0.005 0.137 0.177 0.018 

Expertise Confidence 
  

-0.038 1.937*** -0.205 2.582*** 0.141 1.989*** -0.038 2.148*** 

Career Fit Confidence 
  

0.486* 0.949*** 0.534 0.531 0.373 1.024*** 0.450* 0.866*** 

Discrimination From 
Peers 

  
0.335† 0.063 0.521† -0.291 0.101 0.465 0.223 0.115 

Discrimination From 
Teaching Staff 

  
-0.363† 0.007 -0.703* 0.222 0.040 -0.345 -0.029 -0.023 

Parent in ML/AI 
  

0.088 -0.194 -0.521 -1.242 0.253 0.278 0.031 -0.280 

Parent In STEM 
  

0.148 0.311 0.096 0.680 0.078 0.303 0.084 0.418 

Early Exposure 
  

-0.342 0.216 0.264 1.211 -0.586 -0.012 -0.405 0.235 

Social Benefit Interest 
  

0.279* -0.196 0.385 -0.257 0.317* -0.245 0.312** -0.262* 

Competitiveness 
  

-0.140 -0.010 -0.384† -0.511* 0.075 0.326† -0.106 0.419* 

Woman x Chinese 
       

 1.659* -2.083* 

Woman x Other 
Minorities 

       
 1.948* -1.717* 

Woman x 
Discrimination From 

Teaching Staff 

       
 -0.542†  

Women x 
Competitiveness 

         -0.924*** 

AI Certificate -0.055 0.589 0.235 0.679 1.152 0.937 -0.287 0.677 0.148 0.872† 

Minor in Artificial 
Intelligence 
Engineering 

-0.082 1.024** -0.108 0.571 0.182 0.731 -0.280 0.648 -0.214 0.763* 

Machine Intelligence 
Option  

-0.172 1.145** -0.263 0.140 0.635 0.957 -0.456 -0.083 -0.188 0.422 

Year4 -0.817** -0.555† -0.765* -0.463 -0.499 -0.042 -0.808† -0.207 -0.849** -0.108 

Graduate Studies 0.079 1.022* -0.150 0.840 0.411 0.954 -0.262 1.300† -0.284 1.361* 

Chinese 0.106 -0.705* 0.211 -0.330 1.168 -1.616* -0.365 0.432 -0.368 0.348 

All Other Minorities 0.449 0.051 0.413 -0.105 1.654* -1.178 -0.261 0.422 -0.249 0.344 

Threshold 1 -2.805 -3.378 -0.340 4.782 1.099 1.463 -0.237 7.286 -0.536 7.007 

Threshold 2 -2.102 -1.487 0.348 7.353 1.880 4.916 0.418 9.858 0.168 9.844 

Threshold 3 -1.016 0.154 1.473 9.736 3.301 7.430 1.453 12.480 1.330 12.360 

Threshold 4 0.174 2.243 2.749 12.925 4.392 11.525 2.945 15.478 2.635 15.632 

Pseudo R-squared 0.052 0.160 0.113 0.551 0.212 0.561 0.132 0.621 0.143 0.584 

†p<0.1; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001  

Being a woman is a negative predictor of Intentional Persistence in engineering, which is 
consistent with the first part of Hypothesis 1c, but not in ML/AI, which is inconsistent with the 
second part of Hypothesis 1c. For women, being a Visible Minority is a significantly large 
positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in Engineering and a significant and large negative 



predictor in ML/AI. Being in the Graduate Studies level of education is a significant and large 
positive predictor of Intentional Persistence in ML/AI, but not in engineering. 

Discussion  

Control Variables 

 The percent of women in ML/AI engineering (38%) was found to be higher than both the 
reported number of women in the UofT Engineering program in undergraduate studies (35.4%) 
and in graduate studies (27.1%). This indicates that in the time between entering an engineering 
program and choosing to pursue a specialization, women may not be deterred from ML/AI at this 
institution. The reported percent of women in the ML/AI workforce (22%) is much lower than 
what was represented in this study. This could mean that there are factors that affect the 
representation of women in the workforce that are not captured in this study of the university 
environment. This could be compounded with the fact that the institution surveyed here has 
implemented initiatives to improve diversity that may not exist at other universities or in the 
workplace [41].  

 The percent of students identifying as a Chinese visible minority (51%) made up the 
majority of total respondents. All visible minorities represented 84% of all respondents. This is 
consistent with UofT’s significant population of international students (41%). However, our 
measure of visible minority includes those who are domestic students who identify as a visible 
minority. Those domestic students account for the remaining visible minority students. This 
indicates that the student population has significant ethnic diversity which could be a 
contributing factor to the unique findings of this study. 

Professional Role Confidence 

Our results revealed differences from Cech’s work [15] on Professional Role Confidence in 
men and women. Namely, we did not find evidence of a difference between the Expertise 
Confidence and Career Fit Confidence of men and women. Due to the independent nature of 
both studies, environmental factors such as the sociocultural differences between American and 
Canadian schools or population differences between engineering students and ML/AI 
engineering students could have affected this result.  

The new measure of Technical Confidence is shown to be significantly higher in men than 
women which is consistent with Robinson’s study of technical self-confidence [53]. 
Interestingly, this gap is not shown to translate into differences in other measures of Professional 
Role Confidence or Intentional Persistence in this study. However, this could become a factor 
outside of university, in the workplace [54].  

Both Career Fit Confidence and Expertise Confidence are large positive predictors of 
Intentional Persistence in ML/AI. Career Fit Confidence is also a positive predictor of Intentional 
Persistence in engineering. Currently, the UofT Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering 
offers a 12 to 16-month internship year typically following the third year of study. As this 
professional experience may be a contributor to a student’s Career Fit Confidence, further 
research into how successful this internship in fostering that Confidence should be conducted. 
More meaningful internship experiences offered earlier in a student’s university education may 



also help to improve Career Fit Confidence of all students. Future research investigating the 
effects of timing and number of internship experiences on Career Fit Confidence could inform 
program planning that would increase persistence. The Expertise Confidence in ML/AI should 
be further fostered in the curriculum to increase persistence of students pursuing those 
specializations. Earlier explicit exposure to ML/AI specialization Expertise in their first two 
years of undergraduate studies may positively influence the Expertise Confidence and Intentional 
Persistence of students. Again, further investigation into the university exposure to ML/AI would 
be necessary. 

Gender Discrimination 

 The experienced discrimination from peers was significantly greater in women than in 
men. It is important to note that this is prevalent even in educational institutions with higher than 
average representation of women in the student population. This indicates that simply increasing 
the percentage of women into the program is not effective in eliminating this discrimination. 
This is a serious finding that will require further research into the discrimination experienced by 
women in university and how to reduce its prevalence.  

 We found that experiencing discrimination from teaching staff was a significant negative 
predictor of Intentional Persistence for women in engineering. To increase persistence for 
women and ultimately, representation in the workforce, it is important to address discriminatory 
behaviour of the university teaching staff targeted at women. There should be efforts 
implemented immediately to eliminate this behaviour. Mandatory training of university teaching 
staff to identify and prevent discriminatory behaviour may be effective as a preliminary measure. 
Further research will be necessary to identify best practices of eliminating gender discrimination 
from university teaching staff. 

Limitations & Future Work 

Given time constraints, behavioural persistence was not measured. Similar analysis of the 
dependent variables listed in this study and behavioural persistence would elaborate on our 
understanding of the variables that predict the actual persistence of students in the field of 
ML/AI. This would likely involve contacting the survey respondents in 5 years to assess their 
actual chosen career path. This study was confined to the student population of the University of 
Toronto. Further studies of students at different universities with ML/AI specializations could 
add to the findings discussed in this study. 

Some findings that are noted in the results have not been extensively discussed such as 
competitiveness being a positive predictor for Intentional Persistence in men but a negative 
predictor for women and the Visible Minority factor being a positive predictor for women in 
engineering but not in ML/AI. These findings are not directly captured by the hypotheses or their 
associated rationale outlined at the beginning of the study. Therefore, future work to understand 
and further investigate these factors will be necessary. 

Conclusions 

 The under-representation of women in ML/AI engineering is an emerging issue that 
parallels challenges faced in engineering more broadly. The Intentional Persistence, reported by 



upper-year undergraduate and graduate students in this study, has implications for the future 
representation on women in the ML/AI workforce. There are many factors that can affect this 
Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and engineering, and several predictors have been identified in 
this study: 

- Expertise Confidence is a positive predictor for Intentional Persistence in ML/AI 
- Career Fit Confidence is a positive predictor for Intentional Persistence in ML/AI and 

Engineering 
- Discrimination from Teaching Staff is a negative predictor for the Intentional Persistence 

of women in engineering.   

These findings highlight specific areas for improvement within the university education 
system. Efforts to foster Expertise Confidence and Career Fit Confidence while eliminating 
gender discrimination perpetrated by the Teaching Staff, could increase the levels of persistence 
in women students, ultimately leading to more women in the workforce.  
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